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Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) based on the
selection of intermolecular double-quantum coherences (iDQC)
was performed with a standard birdcage coil at 3 T in a group of
normal human volunteers. Suppression of spurious signal con-
tributions from unwanted coherence-transfer pathways was
achieved by combining a two-step phase cycle and a long
repetition time of 5 s. A gradient-recalled echo iDQC sequence
(echo time, TE � 80 ms) yielded robust activation with a visual
paradigm. Maximum z-scores were about half of those ob-
served with conventional blood-oxygen level dependent fMRI,
whereas the functional signal change increased by more than a
factor of 5. No activation was obtained with a spin-echo iDQC
sequence (TE � 160 ms), in which dephasing accumulated dur-
ing the evolution period was fully rephased by an appropriate
delay time. It is hypothesized that substantial inherent diffusion
weighting of the iDQC technique efficiently suppresses intra-
vascular contributions to the functional contrast. A consistent
quantitative explanation of the observed amount of signal
change currently remains speculative. Magn Reson Med 53:
1402–1408, 2005. © 2005 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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The possibility of generating contrast in magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) from intermolecular multiple-quan-
tum coherence (iMQC) was introduced about a decade ago
(1–4). Straightforward analysis shows that dipolar cou-
plings, which directly act through space, can cause the
transformation of multiple-spin coherences between sep-
arate molecules into observable magnetization (i.e., single-
spin, single-quantum coherences [SQC]) (5). Within the
traditional framework of liquid-state NMR theory, iMQCs
are not observed. This is due to the fact that short-range
dipolar interactions average to zero in time through rapid
molecular tumbling, and long-range dipolar interactions
average to zero in space in a magnetically isotropic sam-
ple. However, a magnetic field gradient can break this
isotropy, and intermolecular dipolar couplings can reap-
pear. An important feature of this effect is that its length
scale is set by the applied gradient. Specifically, a “corre-
lation gradient” of amplitude Gc and duration T winds up
a magnetization helix and, hence, spatially modulates the
sample. The bulk of the iMQC signal comes from spins that
are separated by roughly the “correlation distance” which

is defined by one half pitch of the helix, dc � (�/�GcT), and
the amplitude depends on both the number of interacting
spins and the sample heterogeneity on a dimension de-
fined by dc (2). This distance (and hence, contrast) can be
tuned externally by the experimenter to a specific, meso-
scopic length scale (between about 10 �m and 1 mm),
which can be substantially smaller than a typical imaging
voxel. This unique feature along with an increased sensi-
tivity to the local magnetic susceptibility distribution has
driven recent interest in iMQC in the context of MRI.

Previous applications include imaging of rat (3,6) and
cat brain (7), human brain (6,8–14) and extremities (10), as
well as experimental tumor (3), trabecular bone (15,16),
and motion-insensitive diffusion-weighted imaging (17).
According to their coherence order, p, intermolecular dou-
ble-quantum coherences (iDQCs) precess at twice the Lar-
mor frequency and are thus more sensitive to local mag-
netic susceptibility variations than the conventional SQC
signal. This has already been used to generate a strong
blood-oxygen level dependent (BOLD) contrast for func-
tional MRI (fMRI) (8,11,12), whereas the proposed possi-
bility to tailor the distance scale of the BOLD sensitivity to
blood vessels of a specific size for optimum specificity
(i.e., by adjusting the correlation gradient accordingly) re-
mains to be shown experimentally.

A serious limitation for iMQC imaging is, however, its
intrinsically poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which is
roughly an order of magnitude below that of conventional
MRI. Thorough optimization of the imaging sequence is thus
of paramount importance. To overcome the SNR penalty,
previous single-subject fMRI experiments based on iDQC
have either used an ultrahigh magnetic field strength of 7 T
(8) or relied on local surface coils for optimizing the sensi-
tivity in a specific brain area, such as the visual cortex (8) or
the auditory cortex (11,12). The latter approach is, however,
impractical if whole-brain coverage is needed. The objective
of the present work was to evaluate the feasibility of iDQC-
based fMRI with a standard volume head coil at a moderate
field strength of 3 T, which is increasingly becoming avail-
able. Similar to previous work, we combined the “COSY
revamped with asymmetric z-gradient echo detection”
(CRAZED) pulse sequence originally introduced by Warren
et al. (1) with an echo-planar imaging (EPI) readout (18) to
achieve iDQC imaging with sufficient temporal resolution for
fMRI. Both gradient-recalled echo (GRE) and spin-echo (SE)
acquisition schemes are compared in normal human volun-
teers using visual stimulation. Finally, hypotheses about po-
tential contributions to the observed functional signal change
are discussed.

METHODS

All experiments were carried out at 3 T (Magnetom Trio,
Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with the standard head coil
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(birdcage design) being used for radiofrequency (RF) exci-
tation and signal acquisition. The gradient system was
capable of producing a maximum gradient amplitude of
40 mT/m along each axis of the laboratory coordinate
system within a minimum rise time of approximately
200 �s.

The ODIN framework was used for sequence program-
ming (19). Modified CRAZED pulse sequences for gener-
ating iDQC contrast are shown in Fig. 1. An initial pulse
with flip angle � � 90° generates two-spin iMQCs from
quadratic terms in the equilibrium density matrix (besides
conventionally observed one-spin SQC), which evolve
during the evolution period of duration � and pass a dou-
ble-quantum gradient filter (20) that eliminates all but the
iDQCs. The � pulse transforms iDQC into two-spin SQC,
which is finally converted during the detection period by
dipolar couplings into observable magnetization to form a
coherence-transfer echo after a delay time, TD � p�, fol-
lowing the � pulse (here p � �2). This dipolar signal is
spatially encoded by an EPI gradient scheme, either di-
rectly in the GRE-iDQC sequence (Fig. 1a) or after a 180°
refocusing pulse in the SE-iDQC sequence (Fig. 1b). To
achieve maximum signal intensity, the flip angle of the �
pulse was set to 120° (for the p � 	2 coherence) or 60° (for
the p � 
2 coherence) in case of the GRE-iDQC and
SE-iDQC sequence, respectively, in accordance with den-
sity-matrix calculations (4,21).

The amplitude and duration of the correlation gradient
were set to Gc � 22 mT/m and T � 3.4 ms to achieve a
correlation distance of dc � 160 �m. An evolution time of
� � 10 ms was used throughout. Marques and Bowtell (22)
have shown that the sensitivity to signal changes caused
by small variations in T2 is maximized by setting an echo

time TE � 2T2 in the SE-iDQC sequence. Long echo times
of 80 and 160 ms were therefore used in the functional
study for the GRE-iDQC and SE-iDQC sequences, respec-
tively. The repetition time was set to TR � 5 s, and the
acquisition bandwidth of the EPI readout was BW �
65 kHz. In the fMRI studies, a two-step phase cycle (�x �x,
�
x �x) along with receiver phase (x, x) was used, and
adjacent data pairs of the time series (i.e., images 1 	 2, 2
	 3, ..) were added in k-space prior to image reconstruc-
tion.

Prior to the in vivo study, initial experiments were per-
formed on a spherical water phantom (aqueous solution of
4.76 mmol/L NiSO4) of 16-cm inner diameter to verify the
authenticity of the iDQC signal. It is well known that the
iMQC signals scale with the second-order Legendre poly-
nomial, 3cos2� 
 1, due to the underlying dipolar cou-
plings (23). � is the angle between the directions of the
main magnetic field, B0, and the correlation gradient. By
contrast, the intensity of a conventional SQC signal does
not depend on the gradient direction. Image intensities
measured with the SE-iDQC sequence (TR � 5 s, TE �
80 ms, BW � 100 kHz, 2 acquisitions) in an axial slice
through the phantom at different angles between 0 and 90°
are plotted in Fig. 2. As predicted for the dipolar signal,
maximum intensity is obtained at � � 0°, half maximum
intensity at � � 90°, and zero intensity at the magic angle
(� � 54.7°). In subsequent in vivo experiments, a short test
scan in which the correlation gradient was applied at the
magic angle was always performed to verify the absence of
signal at the center of k-space.

For further investigation of the amount of potential con-
tamination from unwanted coherences, a four-step phase
cycle (�x, �
x, �y, �
y) was applied to the GRE-iDQC and
SE-iDQC sequences (same parameters as in fMRI studies),
and the signal intensity at the center of k-space was mea-
sured in axial, sagittal, and coronal slices through the

FIG. 2. Verification of the authenticity of the dipolar signal in a
phantom experiment with the SE-iDQC sequence. In each image, a
circular region of interest (ROI) of the size of the phantom was
selected. Plots of the signal intensity measured at different angles �
(circles) are shown along with a fit to the function S0 �3cos2� 
 1� 	
N (solid line), where S0 is the signal amplitude at � � 0° and N
denotes the noise level. The error bars indicate the SD of the signal
intensity within the ROI.

FIG. 1. GRE-iDQC (a) and SE-iDQC (b) pulse sequences. For
simplicity, the read and phase-encoding gradients of the EPI read-
out are omitted. The double-quantum gradient filter consisting of
two gradient pulses with a ratio of 1:2 for the first gradient moment
is marked in gray. The polarity of the second iDQC selection gradi-
ent is reversed in the SE-iDQC sequence to select the p � 
2
coherence. After the acquisition, remaining magnetization is spoiled
by crusher gradients.
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phantom (16). The phases of the other pulses were held
constant, � � 180° � (x). To select signal evolving with
coherence order p � 0 (zero-quantum coherence [ZQC]),
	1 (SQC), 
1 (SQC), and �2 (DQC), the receiver phase
was cycled in a series of experiments as summarized in
Table 1. Results are presented in Fig. 3, demonstrating that
contributions from unwanted coherence pathways are of
the order of the noise level. This indicates that the double-
quantum gradient filter is highly efficient for selecting the
desired iDQC signal.

A total of six healthy subjects (three female, 23–30 years
old), who had given informed prior consent, were exam-
ined by fMRI. Five slices (thickness 5 mm, spacing 1 mm)
were positioned parallel to and containing the calcarine
fissure to cover the visual cortex. The field of view was
192 mm, and the matrix was 48 � 48 yielding a voxel size
of 4 � 4 � 5 mm3. For comparison, conventional BOLD
experiments were additionally performed with TR � 2 s
and TE � 40 or 80 ms with GRE-EPI or SE-EPI, respectively
(BW � 100 kHz). Prior to the functional experiments, 2D
T1-weighted images were acquired with the same geome-
try as anatomic reference using a power-reduced variant
of the modified driven-equilibrium Fourier-transform
(MDEFT) sequence (24).

In the iDQC experiments, visual stimulation was
achieved by presenting a pattern of randomly rotating
L-shape red objects for 30 s after a period of rest of the
same duration. This block was repeated 13 times per trial.
The stimulus was provided through a commercial goggle
system (Resonance Technology, Northridge, CA, U.S.A.).
For the conventional BOLD experiments, the same visual
stimulation task was used, however, with stimulus and
resting periods of 22 s and only six repetitions per trial. A
total of three functional runs were performed per subject:
In all six subjects, GRE-iDQC and SE-iDQC sequences were
used along with conventional GRE-BOLD (three subjects)
or SE-BOLD (three subjects) experiments. The order of the
sequences was randomized among subjects to account for
potential habituation effects.

The LIPSIA software package (25) was employed for
evaluating the fMRI images. Postprocessing included spa-
tial filtering with a Gaussian kernel of 0.6 voxels standard
deviation (SD). A high-pass filter with a cut-off at one
quarter of the total time steps was applied in the time
domain to remove large-scale signal drifts. To align the
functional data slices onto a 3D stereotactic reference sys-
tem, a rigid linear registration with six degrees of freedom
(three rotational, three translational) was performed. The
rotational and translational parameters were obtained on
the basis of the 2D MDEFT images to achieve an optimal
match between these slices and an individual 3D reference

scan acquired during a previous session using a magneti-
zation-prepared rapid gradient echo sequence (26). The 3D
volume data set with an isotropic resolution of 1 mm was
standardized to the Talairach stereotactic space. The rota-
tional and translational parameters were transformed by
linear scaling and then used to transform the functional
slices by trilinear interpolation.

Statistical analysis was based on a least-squares estima-
tion using the general linear model for serially autocorre-
lated observations (27). The design matrix was generated
with a boxcar function convolved with the hemodynamic
response function. The model equation including the ob-
servation data, the design matrix, and the error term was
convolved with a Gaussian kernel of dispersion 4-s full
width at half maximum. The contrast between the differ-

FIG. 3. Central k-space line along the phase direction measured
with the SE-iDQC sequence in a water phantom with a four-step
phase cycle and receiver phase according to Table 1 to select
different coherence orders. Three different slice orientations were
measured (only axial and coronal orientations are shown as repre-
sentative examples). While a strong signal is obtained when select-
ing the iDQC, the intensity for other coherence pathways (ZQC,
�SQC) is of the order of the noise level. Identical results were
obtained with the GRE-iDQC sequence (not shown).

Table 1
Receiver Phases of the Four-Step Phase Cycling Scheme for
Different Coherence-Order Selection

Coherence order Receiver phase

�2 (x, x, 
x, 
x)
0 (x, x, x, x)

	1 (x, 
x, 
y, y)

1 (x, 
x, y, 
y)
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ent conditions was calculated on the basis of a t test.
Subsequently, t values were transformed to z scores. The
threshold in all functional maps was set to z � 3.09 (P �
0.001).

RESULTS

In time series, such as those used in fMRI, major spurious
signal contributions may arise from interscan stimulated
echoes (STEs) for which the signal excited in the first scan
is refocused during the acquisition period of the second
scan. Following the coherence-transfer pathway generat-
ing a “shifted STE,” the magnetization is stored along the
longitudinal axis between successive sequence repeti-
tions, and hence, crusher gradients after the acquisition
window are ineffective to remove such signal contribu-
tions. A thorough investigation of shifted STEs compared
to the iMQC signals has been published by Mori et al. (7).
To study the potential amount of this type of instability,
time series consisting of 60 repetitions were recorded with
the GRE-iDQC sequence (TE � 80 ms, two-step phase cy-
cle) in vivo in a volunteer at rest. The observed SD of the
scan-to-scan variation of the signal intensity (average of
the center slice measured with a magnitude mask) is sum-
marized in Table 2 for various repetition times between 2
and 6 s. Additionally, a series of 60 repetitions was re-
corded with a conventional GRE-EPI sequence (TR � 2 s as
typically used in fMRI) using a low RF pulse flip angle of
2° to adjust the signal to a similar amplitude as obtained
with the iDQC sequence. A 0.9% SD was obtained for this
reference scan. As can be seen from Table 2, an increased
signal stability toward the level of the reference scan was
obtained with increasing TR. A relatively long TR of 5 s was
therefore chosen in the fMRI experiments to achieve suf-
ficiently robust conditions.

A summary of the fMRI results (z-maps superimposed
on anatomic T1-weighted images) is presented in Fig. 4.
One representative slice per subject is shown for conven-
tional GRE- or SE-BOLD, GRE-iDQC, and SE-iDQC imag-
ing. All acquisitions with conventional BOLD-based fMRI
as well as with GRE-iDQC fMRI showed activated voxels,
which were well contained in the visual cortex. By con-
trast, no activation was recorded using the SE-iDQC se-
quence and an identical threshold (z � 3.09). Quantitative
results are summarized in Table 3. The number of acti-
vated voxels detected by GRE-iDQC was smaller compared
to both GRE-BOLD and SE-BOLD. A high percentage of the
activated voxels detected with GRE-iDQC was commonly
activated with GRE-BOLD (84%) or SE-BOLD (75%). Con-
sistent with previous observation, significantly increased

FIG. 4. Functional maps recorded with a blocked visual paradigm
in all six subjects. The first column shows conventional BOLD
images (lines 1–3 acquired with GRE-EPI and TE � 40 ms and lines
4–6 with SE-EPI and TE � 80 ms). Results obtained in the identical
subjects with the GRE-iDQC and SE-iDQC sequence are given in
the second and third columns, respectively.

Table 2
Signal Fluctuations during 60 Time Steps Measured in a Healthy
Subject at Rest

TR (s) SD (%)

2 12
3 7.3
4 3.1
5 2.2
6 1.5
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percentage signal changes were found with multiple-quan-
tum imaging, which were approximatly 1.9% for GRE-
BOLD, 1.7% for SE-BOLD, and 11.9% for GRE-iDQC. An
example of averaged GRE-BOLD and GRE-iDQC time
courses is given in Fig. 5. As the iDQC experiment was
measured with a poor temporal resolution of TR � 5 s and
a two-step phase cycle, reliable indications of a different
peak position or significant deviations from the assumed

hemodynamic response function are not obtained. Note
that the relatively coarse resolution may produce some
partial voluming. Such partial-volume effects might be
more pronounced in the conventional BOLD approach
where contrast is a simple average over all contributions
within a voxel whereas iDQC imaging reflects subvoxel
structure.

DISCUSSION

The preparatory experiments on phantoms and a human
volunteer show that the double-quantum gradient filter
adjusted for a moderate correlation distance, dc � 160 �m,
reliably selects the desired coherence-transfer pathway as
long as TR is relatively long (� 4 s). Under such conditions,
a two-step phase cycle is sufficient to suppress spurious
signal contributions from SQC and ZQC. Upon reducing
TR, unwanted contributions from shifted STEs, which are
generated from two successive repetitions of an iDQC se-
quence, were insufficiently suppressed. Resulting artifacts
render the obtained stability of time series inappropriate
for fMRI. If we consider that STEs are acquired with a
mixing time, TM � TR 
 � (compare Fig. 1), their ampli-
tude will be reduced by a factor exp(
TM/T1) due to T1

relaxation. With T1 � 1330 ms for human cortical gray
matter at 3 T (28), this reduction factor becomes approxi-
mately 2% with TR � 5 s, and STE contributions are
suppressed well below the level of the iDQC signal ampli-
tude. Although somewhat higher signal fluctuations may
be tolerated with iDQC-based fMRI compared to standard
BOLD experiments in view of a more than fivefold increase
of the functional signal change (Table 3 and Fig. 5), a
relatively poor time resolution was, hence, required to
achieve sufficient signal stability. An additional minor
benefit from prolonging TR might be some SNR enhance-
ment as previous in vitro studies suggest that it takes
longer for the iDQC signal to return to equilibrium in
comparison to SQC (29).

Still open are questions about the spatial specificity of
the functional contrast and its relation to the site of neu-
ronal activation. Magnetic resonance angiography in one
subject (data not shown) did not indicate a simple topo-
graphic relation between the pattern of functional iDQC

Table 3
Percentage Signal Change, Maximum z-Scores, and Number of Activated Voxels in the Visual Cortex Obtained with the Different fMRI
Techniques (GRE-BOLD, SE-BOLD, GRE-iDQC) as Shown in Fig. 4

Subject
Signal change (%) zmax Number of activated voxels

BOLD iDQC BOLD iDQC BOLD iDQC

1 1.9a 10.7 14.61 6.17 1182 132
2 1.9a 10.1 13.70 7.16 1536 108
3 1.8a 9.7 15.53 6.80 1475 184
4 1.8b 13.3 12.41 7.69 331 143
5 1.7b 12.9 11.24 6.53 296 38
6 1.7b 14.6 9.62 5.22 320 44

1.87 � 0.06a 14.61 � 0.92a 1398 � 216a

Mean 11.9 � 2.0 6.60 � 0.85 108 � 76
1.73 � 0.06b 11.1 � 1.4b 316 � 20b

aGRE-BOLD fMRI.
bSE-BOLD fMRI.

FIG. 5. Averaged time courses recorded under visual stimulation
with GRE-BOLD (a) or GRE-iDQC (b) in subject 1. Raw signal time
courses acquired over all stimulus/rest blocks of each series were
averaged. Signal changes are approximately 1.9% for GRE-BOLD
and 10.7% for GRE-iQDC.
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contrast and macroscopically visible veins. Compared to
standard GRE- and SE-BOLD experiments, fewer activated
voxels were found with the GRE-iDQC technique. It is
tempting to hypothesize that this might be an effect of a
more specific localization of activation achieved by the
multiple-quantum technique (e.g., due to selecting a spe-
cific correlation distance). However, this observation
might only reflect a threshold problem due to a reduced
sensitivity of the iDQC experiment as maximum z-scores
with GRE-iDQC were roughly half of those in the conven-
tional BOLD experiments (Table 3). Further investigations
are needed for clarification of this issue.

With TR � 5 s, robust activation was reproducibly ob-
served with the GRE-iDQC sequence (TE � 80 ms),
whereas no activated voxels were detected with the SE-
iDQC sequence (TE � 160 ms) despite an almost identical
SNR of the individual images obtained with both se-
quences. In previous auditory studies, Zhong et al. (11,12)
reported the observation of activation with an SE-iDQC
sequence at 1.5 T. As no delay (i.e., TD � 0) was used in
these experiments, we may regard their approach as an
“asymmetric SE-iDQC” sequence with remaining sensitiv-
ity to T2* decay (predominantly during the evolution pe-
riod). This contribution is, however, also detected with a
GRE-iDQC approach, and choice of an asymmetric SE-
iDQC technique does not seem to provide extra informa-
tion. For separating T2 effects, a delay TD � –2� (for the
p � 
2 coherence) after the � pulse (or, equivalently,
adding a 180° pulse at the center of the evolution period)
is needed to refocus the echo exactly at the center of
k-space. Consistent with our results, functional contrast
was lost after allowing a delay TD � p� to obtain a “sym-
metric SE-iDQC” sequence in Ref. (12). Note that we did
not systematically vary � and, hence, cannot exclude the
possibility that sufficient BOLD sensitivity to detect acti-
vation with a symmetric SE-iDQC sequence may result
when using longer evolution times.

The activation patterns obtained under visual stimula-
tion in this work are qualitatively different from the sparse
distribution of isolated foci of activation reported from a
previous iDQC study at 7 T (8), in which a correlation
distance of 100 �m was used with visual stimulation by
flashing red LEDs. As currently comparative studies at
different field strength are missing, it remains to be shown
whether differences in B0 or sequence parameters (e.g., TE

or �) might lead to qualitatively different activation pat-
terns.

In conventional BOLD experiments, dynamic averaging
in the intravascular proton pool accounts for a substantial
contribution to the functional contrast at 3 T (30). Micro-
circulatory flow through a network of randomly oriented
vascular segments may be modeled as a pseudodiffusion
process (31–33), and it is well known that diffusion-
weighting gradient schemes effectively suppress intravas-
cular BOLD signal contributions (34,35). In iDQC imaging,
incoherent spin motion blurs the spatial modulation of the
magnetization and destroys the dipolar field, which offsets
proper refocusing of transverse magnetization (17,36,37).
Similarly, laminar flow was also recently shown to pro-
duce substantial signal reduction (38). Quantitative anal-
ysis of the effects from incoherent motion in CRAZED
sequences indicates that the amount of diffusion weight-

ing is a function of the correlation distance and the echo
time. Kennedy and Zhong (17) suggested the computation
of a b-factor according to biDQC � �2TE/dc

2 to characterize
diffusion weighting due to the coherence selection gradi-
ents, which underlines that the role of TE in iDQC imaging
is similar to that of the diffusion time, �, in a standard
Stejskal–Tanner experiment. This definition yields biDQC

� 30.8 and 61.7 s/mm2 with our experimental parameters
for the GRE-iDQC and SE-iDQS sequence, respectively.
Compared to this result, the additional diffusion weighting
due to the spoiler gradients of the 180° refocusing pulse in
the SE-iDQC sequence (Fig. 1b) is negligible (b �
1.8 s/mm2). Recent SE-BOLD experiments using the same
visual paradigm demonstrated that a b-factor of 50 s/mm2

is sufficient to suppress nearly all of the intravascular
signal at 3 T (30). Even though the diffusion weighting
achieved with a given biDQC might be slightly overesti-
mated (17), it seems reasonable to assume that most of the
intravascular signal is lost due to the inherent diffusion
weighting of the iDQC sequences.

Considering the combined effects from diffusion weight-
ing and the potential spatial selectivity of the correlation
distance of 160 �m we may hypothesize that the func-
tional iDQC contrast primarily comes from the extravascu-
lar space. In conventional BOLD-fMRI, this length scale is
probed more efficiently by GRE techniques being sensitive
to susceptibility perturbers of all sizes whereas SE se-
quences are more sensitive to small-scale susceptibility
compartments. Consistently, Fig. 4 indicates that the per-
centage of commonly activated voxels was greater when
comparing GRE-iDQC with GRE-BOLD than with SE-
BOLD. The above scenario would also explain the failure
to detect activated voxels by SE-iDQC imaging. As the
design of our SE-iDQC sequence accounts for a delay, TD �

2�, static dephasing (T2* effects) should not contribute to
the signal, whereas functional contrast from dynamic av-
eraging (T2 dephasing) is potentially detectable at an ap-
propriate TE. As outlined above, extravascular dynamic
averaging is much more pronounced around capillaries
where variations in the local field strength occur on a
relatively small spatial scale. This scale might not be
probed efficiently when using dc � 160 �m as in our
experiments.

CONCLUSION

Our visual study demonstrates the feasibility to obtain
robust activation in normal subjects with iDQC-based
fMRI at 3 T using a standard RF volume coil. Excellent
suppression of spurious signal contributions from un-
wanted coherence-transfer pathways is achieved with a
simple two-step phase cycle and a relatively long TR. Com-
pared with standard BOLD-based fMRI, there is a substan-
tial reduction in the SNR of the individual images, which
is in part compensated by a more than fivefold increase in
the functional signal change. At present, a precise state-
ment about the origin of the functional contrast cannot be
derived. It is, however, hypothesized from a comparison of
results obtained with GRE and SE variants of the multiple-
quantum sequence and substantial inherent diffusion
weighting that major amounts from intravascular contri-
butions to the functional contrast are suppressed. Addi-
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tional experiments are strongly advocated for further in-
vestigation of this issue.
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